September 8, 2016
Mr. Frank Currivan
President
Cur-Tech Systems
23 Ryan Street
Stamford, CT 06907

Re:

Cur-Tech CTL12 and CTL18 Compliance
Sand Filter Determination

Dear Mr. Currivan:
We received on June 7, 2016 your request and the supporting information for the Cur-Tech
CTL12 and CTL18 Sand Filter systems to be classified pursuant to applicable requirements as
described in Section 75-A.8 (c)(3)(iii) of Appendix 75 – A, “Wastewater Treatment Standards –
Residential Onsite Systems.” This Department does not “approve” proprietary products. We
will, however, review products as a courtesy to determine their compliance with the Appendix
75-A regulations.
The Cur-Tech systems each consist of a four (4) foot by eight (8) foot concrete chamber with an
open bottom. Plastic fins composed of ABS are designed to fit into openings on both sides of
the concrete chamber. The CTL12 system consists of a concrete chamber measuring 14” in
height with plastic fins measuring 12” in height. The CTL18 system consists of a concrete
chamber measuring 20” in height with plastic fins measuring 18” in height. Using these
configurations, the criteria set forth in Section 75-A.8 (c)(3)(iii) is met and therefore the Cur-Tech
CTL12 and CTL18 systems may be designed and installed in accordance with the requirements
of that section. Please note that all other applicable design, installation, and site requirements
of Appendix 75-A must be followed.
Onsite wastewater treatment systems (OWTS) and the use of proprietary products may also be
subject to the conditions and requirements of local health departments, local code enforcement
offices, watersheds, or the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. Local
standards may be more stringent than those included in Appendix 75-A.
This is in no way intended to be, nor should it be construed as, an endorsement of your product.
Your product was provided a compliance determination review in accordance with this
Department’s practices for product reviews, using Appendix 75-A as the applicable regulation.
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Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at (518) 402-7650 or via email at

Richard.macelrath@health.ny.gov

Sincerely,

Dan MacElrath
Public Health Engineer
Bureau of Water Supply Protection
cc:

K. Kenyon
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